
Digital Revolution

TELECOMS

DIGITISATION is profoundly changing the competitive boundaries of the telecom industry. The days 
of the telcos’ autocratic monopoly control over their customers, when a phone connection 
seemed to be a privilege, are long gone.

A fixed line at home was just that – a fixed line. There were no phone jacks to allow you to move 
the phone from room to room.

And as far as customer service is concerned, older subscribers may remember having to book 
overseas calls months in advance, waiting for the operator to connect them, and paying for the 
privilege.

The digital revolution gave consumers unparalleled access to an amazing array of services: both 
voice and data, via mobile and fixed line.

Social media has also opened up new communications channels beyond traditional voice 
service.

Today, telcos are inundated every day with millions of terabytes of digital information from 
multiple sources.

What is perhaps surprising is their failure to develop a business model that would integrate this vast 
volume of data, in order to capitalise on its value and generate multiple customer service 
offerings.
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• The digital telecommunications revolution

• What is happening now is the next wave of the digital telecommunications revolution.

According to McKinsey, the traditional telco business model is under attack from two 
disruptive directions – the advent of new consumer touchpoints represented by devices 
based on the Internet of Things, and Over The Top (OTT) business models that obviate the 
need for the telcos’ role as a middleman.

• A flood of data is now being generated by smart devices - watches, glasses and apparel, 
many related to health monitoring.

• These technologies facilitate new forms of engagement with customers that do not depend 
on telco mediation.

• We are also seeing an accelerating adoption of smart home technologies, measuring 
everything from the food we consume to our pattern of electricity use, and even analysis of 
the device’s own physical condition.
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•

At the same time, OTT brands like Netflix are sitting comfortably on top of broadband and 
mobile platforms, moving customers away from traditional bundling like pay-per-view 
packages, and offering a far wider choice of product, and garnering twice the loyalty of 
their traditional telecom counterparts.

• This greater convergence between the physical and digital and intensive data usage is 
presenting telcos with opportunities and challenges which demand a rethink in terms of the 
partner models and eco systems used.

• Where previously, telcos could manage their channels as separate entities, today’s 
customers are constantly demanding changes like new rate plans, value-add services, 
better and faster connectivity, and popular mobile applications.
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• Telcos must constantly fight to keep up with the expectations of customers, and a lack of 
cohesion across various consumer touchpoints quickly undermine brand reputation and 
result in losing their customer base.

• At the same time, the amount of data being generated by consumers through their mobile 
devices present a huge opportunity to understand their customers, improve operations and 
revolutionise the telco experience.

• As millions of terabytes of digital information flow daily, capitalising on the value from big 
data can provide operators with the ability to access and integrate information from 
different customer and operational data sources and cover multiple services – from phone 
lines, broadband packages and other smart devices and streaming television offerings.

• Urgent need to leverage on data

• Telcos have the huge advantage of already holding a large customer base, the 
infrastructure in place and of being trusted. What they are not doing is capitalising on this 
existing trust by providing predictable and consistent customer interaction through all 
channels, transparently and securely.
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Greater simplicity brought to the development and deployment of data analytics applications 
delivers insights at the moment of critical customer and employee decisions, enabling the 
accessible and continuous decision making needed to meet the expectations of the digital user.

Beyond that, these operators also have the capital to engage in data mining and predictive 
analytics to truly harness the power of the data being generated by their customers.

With such data visualisation, telcos are able to segment and identify different consumer profiles –
empowering omni-channel engagement with customers.
To successfully execute an omni-channel strategy, operators need to evolve to become full 
service providers of the digital experience. How are they to do this?

Data analytics need to be developed and deployed to provide actionable insights at the very 
moment of critical customer and employee decisions, enabling seamless decision-making that 
meets the customer’s expectations.

Deploying analytics that facilitate such a 360-degree view will be key to driving innovation and 
maintaining a competitive advantage, enabling operators to exploit the split-second opportunity 
to up- or cross-sell or identify the risk of customer defection.
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• Such predictive analytics will sit alongside fraud detection that uses historic data to identify 
risky or abnormal behaviour exhibited by transactions, clients or suppliers.

• This advanced and practical application of analytics works with live profiling of behaviour, 
real-time personalisation and closed loop monitoring, delivering to telco players a powerful, 
integrated and scaleable proposition for the digital experience platform, on which future 
offerings can be made to satisfied customers, newly loyal to the provider of their seamless 
telecom services.

• Improving customer care

• Identifying the potential for digital improvement in customer service, Reliance Jio has built a 
world-class ecosystem comprising of network, devices, applications and content, service 
experience, to become the most comprehensive provider of telecom and internet services 
across India.
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• With a high-complexity integration solution, Reliance Jio has enabled broad interconnections 
among systems and people, augmenting intelligence for unprecedented understanding and 
the ability to act quickly to customers’ needs.

•

Don’t be left behind

• The well-known Telco 2020 prediction is that in that year the number of connected devices will 
rise to 50 billion.

• By then, the sheer amount of data that operators will have access to is unprecedented – as well 
as the insights and intelligence embedded in this data.

• While many telcos still heavily reliant on manual processes, the benefits of new technologies and 
innovations are forcing decision makers to drive digital transformation initiatives. To stay 
competitive and relevant in today’s market necessitates improvements in customer service, 
operational efficiencies and financial processes.
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Digital disruptors such as Uber and AirBnb have used customer data to successfully redefine the 
markets in which they play – simply by using data to augment intelligence about their customers, 
and putting those insights to action.

Operators must move now to fully own and revolutionise how they interact with their customers 
and capitalise on their existing relationship, or risk the serious threat that looms beyond.
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The Australian Mobile Market

Australia is one of the most advanced smartphone markets in the world. For a country with a 

comparatively small population, it may come as a surprise to many that we have the 9th highest 

number of smartphone subscriptions in the world (19 million). On a global scale, there are only 3 

countries with a greater smartphone penetration than Australia’s 85% (Sweden, Saudi Arabia and 

the UAE). The Australian Mobile Market may not yet have the depth of content and 

integration seen in the U.S. or the sheer size of the South East Asian market, but the uptake of high 

end smartphone and tablet devices separates Australia out as one of the worlds most significant 

opportunities for brands and marketers.
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• Internet Access

• 70% of Australians go online with a mobile phone

• 50% of Australians go online with a tablet

• 68% of Australians access the internet using 3 or more devices

• 23% of Australians access the internet using 5 or more devices

• Source: ACMA Australian Digital Lives Report 2014

• Device Ownership & Mobile Usage

• 89% of Australians own a smartphone

• 60% of Australians have access to a tablet

• 34% of Australians do not have a landline

• 61% of Australians would choose their mobile over their TV

• 30% of Australians either own or plan to own a wearable device before the end of 2015

• 51% of Australians are happy to receive offers on their mobiel device from brands they like
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73% of Australians have made a purchase on a tablet

58% of Australians have made a purchase on a smartphone

34% of Australians would like to use their phone as a credit card

Source: 2014 AIMIA Mobile Phone Lifestyle Index

Mobile and App Usage

86% of Australians’ mobile time is spent on apps.

More than half of Australians’ digital screen is spent on mobile devices

Source: IAB / Nielsen Mobile Panel Pilot 2014

Facebook Mobile

9 million Aussies access Facebook everyday with a mobile device

Aussies check their mobile on average 14 times a day

Over 50% of Aussies on Facebook watch videos on the platform daily

65% of Facebook video views are on mobile

Over 70% of Facebook users between 25 – 44 use a second screen some, most or all of the time 
when watching television.

Source: Aussies on Facebook Fact Sheet
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• Mobile and App Usage
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• Mobile Shopping

• 44% of Australians used their phone to search online for gift ideas last Christmas

• Source: Nielsen Research Christmas 2014

• 43% of Australian Click Frenzy traffic in 2014 came from smartphones and tables

• Source: Click Frenzy data in BRW article

• Mobile Advertising and Media

• Advertising delivers 42% ad recall on Tablets

• Advertising delivers 38% ad recall on Smartphones

• Source: 2014 Telstra Smartphone Index

• Spend on Mobile Advertising in Australia is now greater than both Magazine and Outdoor 
marketing

• Source: IAB Online Ad Expenditure and CEASA Reports

• 66% of Australian Marketers use programmatic for mobile advertising

• Australian media buyers expect to use mobile video in 43% of their mobile campaigns in 2015

• 70% of media buyers expect to use of in app advertising in 2015
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1-2 years

Mobiles were uglier back in the day but at least they could withstand a bashing. Recent years 
have seen a trade in resilience for beauty but the future will see a turnaround with unbreakable 
devices. 

Weatherproof handsets are proving a surprising hit with consumers calling for their precious 
phones to be made of tougher stuff. 

Manufacturers look to use the latest materials including scratch and shatter-proof ion-infused glass 
as well as liquid metal for cases, which is nigh-on indestructible as it bounces back to its original 
shape after being dented.

For instance if there’s a phone out there that has a great camera but you don’t need the whizzy 
other stuff, this modular approach could let you have the best of everything or let you cherry pick 
the bits that are important to you. 

Expect to see the pick ‘n’ mix smartphones to shift the goalposts in the not-too-distant future.
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mobile services
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3-5 years

With smartphone screens getting bigger and people spending more time on mobiles than any 

other device expect to see super-high resolution, cinema-quality displays rock handsets.

A far cry from the monochrome, one-line displays of the 90s We doubt mobile sizes will continue 

to grow at this stage (around five-inches seems to be the Goldilocks zone) but within three years 

a stunning 4K screen will be de facto.

If you think 4G browsing on your phone is pretty speedy today, just wait a few years and you’ll 

be blown away. The next-generation wireless mobile network could be quick 
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enough to download a high-def movie in just 30 seconds. The infrastructure of this technology is 
being readied for a 2020 release.

The camera will evolve in our smartphones to do far more than your standard selfie. 3D technology 
using wide-angle lenses and sensors will be able to map your surroundings, meaning you could 
actually walk around inside your photos. 

6-10 years

The fabled foldable mobile has been floating around almost as long as the flying car but 
breakthroughs in material technology — in particular the super thin, super strong and conductive 
wonder material, Graphene —

will make this more than a crazy concept. We know mobile makers are keen on this flexible, 
wrappable, mouldable, unbreakable form factor and research labs like the Human Media Lab at 
Queen’s University in Canada have already produced a primitive folding handset.
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Batteries last about as long as an asthmatic in a sprint race these days but in the hi-tech future we 

could see our devices run for 20 years on a single charge. A team at Nanyang Technological 

University in Singapore have developed a titanium dioxide gel that is a dab hand at storing lithium 

ions in its nanostructure. There’s a team in Korea looking to transform the heat generated from our 

bodies into electricity to power phones; there’s also the idea of piezoelectricity which converts 

movement into energy so we could walk and charge; and researchers in California have made a 

tattoo that generates electricity from our own sweat. So it looks like the future phone’s power 

supply might be something we won’t have to sweat about (literally).
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10-15 years

If sci-fi films have taught us anything it’s that holographic floating displays will burst out of our 
mobile devices in the future. They’re not wrong. A 3D screen materialising in thin air we can prod 
and manipulate is already in development from start-up Ostendo Technologies. 

Their ‘Quantum Photonic Imager’ is a Tic-Tac sized projector unit that can beam a high-resolution 
image into the open like something from Iron Man. In ten-years’ time the technology would be 
finetuned to a point where we’re fully interactive with the floating screen —

we could watch sport play out in front of us, get inside maps and play games in a whole new way. 
And Tinder sure is going to be interesting ….

. Just as the smartphone managed to evaporate the hardware of things like sat navs, MP3 players, 
wallets and — to some extent — watches and compact cameras, new smartwatches and 
smartglasses operated by spoken command will become the primary communications device to 
make the mobile vanish. 

If you’re thinking ‘where’s the screen?!’ it could be displayed on glasses lenses or perhaps that pill-
sized holographic projector could unfurl it in midair for you. How do you take a selfie would be the 
next one to answer …
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• Holographic displays

• For a long time now, phone companies have talked of creating a smartphone that is so robust 
that it can actually be folded in two by the user.

• One such vision was Nokia's The Morph phone, which was showcased back in 2008 and promised 
to "transform the user's experience".

• The Morph phone could be wrapped around your wrist, transformed into a GPS-enabled belt clip 
for hiking and extreme sports, or used as a flat screen for watching videos.
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Similarly, Samsung has been showing off flexible concept phones at trade shows for years
now, but so far, the closest it has come to bringing the technology to market was the Galaxy
Round smartphone.

This featured a significantly less jaw-dropping curved screen and sold disappointingly

Educational Tools

Some experts believe that in the not too distant future, mobiles will change the way we learn 

and teach.

With more than one-in-three school children owning a mobile phone, a future where camera 

and voice recorder phones are both learning and teaching tools is highly possible.

We have already seen some education authorities using texts to alert parents to the truancy 

and even to notify pupils of classroom changes.
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